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A NATIVE PLANT YARD, drawing by Elizabeth Smith
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by John G. Beriault

plants are difficult to grow and main-

tain for this reasOn.

The other consideration is a legal
one. State and federal laws are in
force that prohibit removal of certain
plants from the wild, with some ex-

ceptions. One exception allows re-

moval of plants from highway or

other construction sites under super-
vision of a state forester. Our Florida

Native Plant Society has had several
opportunities to do so, and hopes to

have others in the future. Any advice

given in this article assumes you have
obtained the plants in question

In planning and planting your
native plant yard, two factors need to
be considered, other than the soil,
shade, and moisture preferences of
each plant.'

The first is that many of our native
plants seem difficult or impossible to

transplant and perpetuate out of their
wild habitat. Certain plants require

highly specialized conditions that
must evolve with the changing sea-
sons of the year. Certain marsh grass-
land wildflowers and sandhill "scrub"

legally!
Orchids and bromeliads.

Keeping the above injunction in
mind, one of the fascinating groups
of plants I place in the category of
"understory" vegetation, for lack of
a better category, are the epiphytes.

We have native orchids, bromeliads,

ferns, a cactus, peperomia, mosses,

lichens, and others that are found
growing on trees - dead or living -
and occasionally on rock piles (as
lithophytes).

Of the orchids. we have a wide
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bine 1/4 part mortar mix to 1 part sand for a fair-sized pool. One should rely ful in getting a feeling for associa-

mix to make it easier to work, but I on well water or rain water, with tions. Swamp plants tend to arrange

used straight sand mix. Spread this perhaps a system for diverting water themselves naturally in a pool once

final coat 1/2" to 1" thick with a rec- runoff into the pool. they are established. More than in
tangular finish trowel. This finish coat Newly established pools that are in any other form of landscaping, one

is important not just for appearance, direct sunlight sometimes acquire tends to "orchestrate" swamp plants,

but also to seal the pool, making it "blooms" of algae or concentrations rather than positioning them in static
less porous. of other microorganisms. These can arrangements.

One final thing you may notice is be corrected by tinkering with the After the initial planting, let the

that your pool, after the addition of system - adding more shade, plant- water "age" and clear up before add.

the concrete shell, is smaller than you ing more plants to absorb more nutri- ing fish and other creatures. If you
expected. Remember I warned you to ents, cutting back on the feeding of add turtles, give the plants a little
allow the original hole you dig to be any animals in the pool. longer to establish themselves so
five to ten percent bigger than the Every pool will be subject to dif- they'll stay anchored when the turtles
final size you want your pool. ferent conditions, so this tinkering push against them or nibble them.

In contrast to most of my previous and gradual acquisition of experience Gathering tadpoles or egg masses

suggestions about planting, I would is the best course. What has worked can give your pond a frog population
recommend planting the understory for me may not be the "right" way, that will give song at night and make

marsh plants first, and follow these but, as in landscaping, each in- your yard feel like a wilderness.
with seedlings of taller swamp dividual needs to try various ap- Epiphytes like growing on the trees

species. I would set the plants before proaches and be "wrong" or you place in or near the pool. Small
introducing fish, for the plants frustrated occasionally. events such as the emergence of

establish the proper conditions for My technique is to pick certain dragonfly larva or the ripening of

fish and other animals. shallow areas of the pool, or areas pond-apple fruit can be a highlight.
A word of caution: city water (i.e., deepened to receive trees, and fill Planting my back yard in native

out of the tap) is the kiss of death to these with composted cow manure or plants has been a twelve-year-long

fish and other aquatic animals due to top soil. Most marsh plants prefer love affair with nature. It has occupied
the new persistent chemicals added growing a foot above or below the mind and body, and each aspect of it
to purify it. Several commercial mean water line. Observing the has provided pleasure. I hope I have
neutralizers are available, but these natural environments (and reading given someone at least one idea for

sometimes don't seem to work and The Swamp, by Bill Thomas, W. W. making your own back yard a haven

are expensive in the quantity needed Norton Company, N.Y., 1976) is use- of peace and beauty.

..,.,..,

Plants for Tomorrow grows native seedlings, rooted cuttings,

trees. shrubs, and other landscape material.

Contact us for your native plant needs

Plants for Tomorrow

88620 Lawrence Road. Boynton Beach 33436
Toll Free in F10rida 1-800-448-2525 . 305-737-4081
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